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Quality management has been part of hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) from the very beginning. It evolved step-wise
from open data exchange up to the introduction of the FACT/JACIE-based quality management system (QMS) 2 decades ago. This
formal step has eased cooperation, and improved outcome for patients. Today’s expansion of cellular and targeted therapies and new
drugs, and the regulatory requirements for advanced therapeutic medicinal products have touched the limits of the current system.
Based on the Medicine 4.0 concept, the next step should integrate novel views of QMS. The old definition “Best Quality Transplant” will
be replaced by “Optimal Treatment,” and encompass the entire health care journey. “Best outcome” will refer to overall survival, quality
of life and costs, with or without HSCT, and will be compatible with all requirements by competent authorities. Decisions will be based
on high-level evidence, supported by real-time digitized data collection, data analysis, incorporated into artificial-intelligence systems.
To reach this goal, EBMT/JACIE will be challenged to start the process by further fostering harmonization within and between
organizations at institutional, national, and European levels. Acceleration in information technology and modifications to working
practices during the pandemic should facilitate this development to the next stage.
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INTRODUCTION
Today’s concept of hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT)
is based on the seminal experiments of Jacobson and Lorenz in
the middle of last century: spleen or bone marrow cells from
donor animals could repopulate hematopoiesis in rodents after
lethal total body irradiation of the recipient [1, 2]. The idea rapidly
gained traction with HSCT viewed as a potential tool in the advent
of a nuclear accident or nuclear war by some, and as a novel
approach to treat leukemia by others. For the latter, total body
irradiation was seen as an instrument to eradicate malignant cells,
healthy donor bone marrow as replacement, and the combination
of both as a provider of cure for patients with leukemia [3–6]. The
pioneering first clinical transplants in patients with advanced
leukemia by the later Nobel Prize winner E.D. Thomas gave proof
of principle [7]; they paved the way to today’s global success of
HSCT [8–11].
Quality management systems (QMS) were not considered in the

early period of HSCT, but the critical concepts were informally in
existence. They were instrumental that bone marrow transplantation
continued, despite the fact that none of the first five patients
survived, and in two patients only donor hematopoiesis was
documented [7]. Admittedly, the early investigators did profit from
the “window of opportunity” out of fear of the atomic bomb [12]. But
they initiated the basic quality concepts: responsibility, transparency,
reproducibility, accountability, and open data exchange. The simple
fact “it can be done” sufficed as formal evidence. More important,
the early pioneers did strive for continuous improvement, and
learned from their errors.
The present era—following on from the pandemic, where there

have been many modifications to health care practice, and

information technology (IT) systems—is an appropriate time to look
back at the evolution of HSCT and, moving forwards, of the quality
management process in tandem, and at the different steps in their
respective time frames. Viewing the development of data collection,
data analyses, benchmarking, study conduct, hence, in quality
management helps to become aware of the achievements as well as
to understand some substantial deficiencies in concurrent treatment
approaches. It is also timely to position this retrospective into the
framework of “Medicine 4.0,” a term put in context with the
terminology of the” Industrial Revolution 4.0” in 2015 by the World
Economic Forum [12–18]. It describes the four steps of industrial
processes from the mechanization (1.0), electrification (2.0), auto-
mation (3.0) to today’s digitization (4.0). “Technology 4.0” integrates
development, production, and delivery in a complex digitalized and
continuously updated automated system, and evolves as a
continuous process of improvement, embedded in a formal QMS.
In a similar though simpler way, we can look at the different steps in
the evolution of The Joint Accreditation Committee of ISCT and
EBMT (JACIE).

“QMS 1.0”: THE BEGINNING IN THE 1980S WITH
“STANDARDIZED REPORTING”
The first comprehensive series by IBMTR in 1970 summarized the
then available experience of clinical bone marrow transplantation
worldwide; 3 out of more than 250 patients survived long term
[19]. The publication provoked deep concerns regarding bone
marrow transplantation, not least because of the perceived poor
outcomes. It was the transparent communication and the
continuous drive for improvement that kept the trust of patients
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and referring physicians in the nascent bone marrow transplant
community.
Several factors further fostered the development: the recogni-

tion of HLA-matching between donor and recipient, the develop-
ment of intensive induction regimens for patients with acute
leukemia that allowed transplantation in early phase of the
disease, and the advent of modern immunosuppression [5, 7, 9].
A first wave of transplants began. Out of need for correct
comparisons, members of the CIBMTR, EBMT, and the Seattle
transplant team joined forces. They proposed a model for
standardized reporting and data presentation. Outcome was
defined by four main endpoints: overall survival, disease-free
survival, transplant-related (or non-relapse-) mortality, and relapse
incidence [20]. The former should be visualized as descending, the
latter as ascending Kaplan–Meier curves. They proposed a three
tiered structure, based on the basic patient-, disease-, donor-, and
transplant-related factors. Minimal-Essential Data MED-A (EBMT) or
Transplant-Essential Data TED-A (CIBMTR) described the minimum
of data to be collected for any outcome analysis, MED-B for a more
detailed analysis, and MED-C data for a defined, but limited
subgroup analysis. These basic principles still hold.

“QMS 2.0”: NEXT STEPS IN THE 1990S WITH MANDATORY
REPORTING AND FIRST AUDITS
When transplant numbers further increased and disease indications
expanded, comparisons of individual series became more complex,
despite the standardized outcome presentation. EBMT felt obliged
to assure the correct presentation of successes and failures, and to
maintain trust in the organization and the therapy. Three elements
were introduced: a unique patient number (UPN), the activity survey,
and first audits. EBMT teams adopted the standard format for a
“UPN” for every individual patient. This principle did guarantee that
all patients who had received a bone marrow or stem cell transplant
were included in the center’s series. The day of the first infusion of
the product was defined as day 0.
Beginning in 1990, and every year since, all teams were requested

to report the numbers of their transplants in the preceding year by
main disease category, donor type, and stem cell source, without
reference to individual patients or outcome. Gathering of the “EBMT
activity survey data” takes place separately and independently of the
outcome data collection. This construct allows a direct quality
control measure for individual centers by comparing the numbers of
transplants performed, and the numbers of transplants reported to
the disease specific data registries [21, 22].
In the 1990s, EBMT introduced systematic quality control audits

for its member teams. One third of all teams were informed at the
beginning of the year to be at risk for an audit. By lottery decision,
ten teams were then selected. In a formal external audit, the UPN
list of the center was compared with the center’s activity survey
list. Furthermore, the data reported to the EBMT data-base of ten
patients were checked for accuracy by their case histories [23].

“QMS 3.0”: JACIE/FACT IN THE NEW CENTURY WITH A FORMAL
QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Development of JACIE/FACT
Several events fostered the introduction of the formal QMS “JACIE”
at the end of last century. HSCT developed rapidly and somewhat
erratically. A multitude of new disease categories were considered
as indications; peripheral blood and cord blood were investigated
as new stem cell sources. The growing registries of HLA-typed
unrelated volunteers expanded the donor pool beyond matched
family donors, and beyond borders. The sharp rise and fall of
autologous HSCT for breast cancer called for better control of
HSCT activity. Competent authorities worried about the risk of
blood-borne viral diseases such as HIV, HTLV, or hepatitis when
blood products or stem cells were exported or imported. Most

countries in Europe asked for specific regulations of blood
products, with varying priorities from one to the next. In this
context, and believing that quality care can only be achieved if
both clinical and laboratory issues are effectively addressed, EBMT
took the opportunity to cooperate with the Foundation for
Accreditation of Cellular Therapies (FACT) in the US. JACIE was
formally established in 1999, leading to a hitherto unique
collaboration on the jointly developed FACT–JACIE International
Standards for Haematopoietic Cellular Therapy for Product
Collection, Administration and Processing since 2002 [24–26].
The Standards are the cornerstone of the JACIE accreditation

program, and currently apply to hematopoietic progenitor cells
obtained from bone marrow, peripheral blood, or umbilical cord
blood, and to hematopoietic cellular therapies. They are structured
to align similar standards among the three primary functions
within a transplant team: the clinical program, the collection
facility, and the processing facility. This basic concept relies on
defined responsibility, transparency, and reproducibility, with
standard operating procedures for all clinical and laboratory
steps. All actions are integrated into a continuous improvement,
change control, and error management program. In parallel, EBMT
has developed and continuously expanded recommendations and
guidelines regarding all aspects of HSCT and cellular therapies
[27]. FACT–JACIE standards have evolved over time, with
scheduled review and revision based on the rapidly changing
fields of HSCT and cellular therapy. They are based now on the 8th
edition that extends to a broad range of cellular therapies, and
searches for compatibility with the requirements for advanced
therapeutic medicinal products (ATMPs) [27]. Currently, JACIE has
become deeply rooted in the HSCT community with the
FACT–JACIE standards a proven instrument to enable collabora-
tion within and between centers, for donor product exchange,
and have improved outcome of patients [28–30]. Several
European competent authorities recognize JACIE standards for
local or national authorization. To date, 367 teams in 29 countries
have been accredited at least once after being audited.

Current strengths and limitations
There is no question that FACT–JACIE standards have enhanced
collaboration and improved outcome of patients. But novel steps
have to be made for further improvement, to correct some major
deficiencies in, and fine tuning of the current system. They relate to
several independent domains. The wealth of transplant techniques
and the increase in complex, novel cellular therapeutic products
bring the current accreditation system to its limits. Requirements for
the production of ATMPs as used for defined cellular products are
high. The accreditation process for these procedures is complex,
demanding, and relying on competent and trained inspectors. The
latter became increasingly challenging, and, at several stages,
impossible, since the start of the Covid-19 pandemic with its travel
restrictions. For JACIE, the accreditation procedures currently
followed are more difficult due to the many languages used in
the different participating countries. Moving forward, there are also
environmental benefits for limiting travel.
Today’s recommendations regarding choice of donor type, stem

cell source, conditioning intensity and regimen, GvHD prevention
method, and treatment of transplant complications have replaced
the old “it can be done.” They follow the principles of evidence-
based medicine. Still, they are too frequently based on sole expert
opinion. Prospective randomized studies are often lacking. They are
difficult to conduct in a multi-national Europe, with so many national
regulatory processes, and without an equivalent to the Clinical Trials
Network in the US. If done, they are often under-powered, or with
errors in their design. Exploratory or confirmatory, retrospective,
observational studies are frequently incomplete, their publications
slow. This lack of high-level evidence fosters the trend to
“individualize” transplant techniques. As a consequence, use of
technologies varies substantially between centers and countries
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despite standardized recommendations [30–34]. This multitude of
transplant techniques impedes comparisons, counteracts QMS
strategies, and renders change control measures nearly impossible.
This is a critical issue. Studies on large numbers of patients have
failed to show that transplant techniques alter the inherent risk of
pre-transplantation risk factors [35]. Not all techniques are equally
efficient, equally cost-effective. Evidently, not all patients are treated
with the optimal technique.
Lastly, and most importantly, the focus on the transplant

procedure and its product fails to put the patient into the center
of quality management. The goal of HSCT or any cellular therapy is
clearly defined: it has to offer the best possible outcome for any
individual patient with his or her disease, at his or her place with
the given clinical conditions. Best outcome in this setting refers to
overall survival, quality of life, and costs compared to any other
therapy (Table 1). If not, HSCT should not be undertaken. This goal
is missed with the current JACIE-FACT QMS approach. Patients in
need of a transplant might not have received it; others might have
been transplanted, already being cured from their disease. Whilst
prognostication and decision making in each disease indication
will be positively impacted by increasing use of personalized
genomic testing-technologies of disease, patients and donors in
routine practice, including whole genome sequencing, these
aspects are not covered by the current system. The substantial
differences within and between European centers and countries
indicate that a substantial number of patients might not have
been treated in an optimal way, and might not have been
appropriately covered by the current system [22].

New developments in QMS understanding
The classical QMS thinking dates back to early high-risk industries
when nuclear power plants or aviation industry strived to identify
structures and systems to ensure that “as few things as possible go
wrong,” based on a “plan-do-check-act” principle of continuous
quality and error management [36]. The systems were primarily
based on a “safety first approach.” Such a view failed to consider
that most systems function well, despite many errors, not “because
people behave as they are supposed to, but because people can
and do adjust what they do to match the conditions of work.” Safety
management should therefore move to ensuring that “as many
things as possible go right.” This Safety-II perspective assumes that
“everyday performance variability provides the adaptations that are
needed to respond to varying conditions, and hence that things go
right. Humans are seen as the key resource for system flexibility and
resilience.” In Safety-II perspectives, investigations and audits should
help to understand how and why things usually go right, specifically
under conditions where performance variability can become difficult

or impossible to monitor. It forms the basis for explaining how
things occasionally go wrong. Such a safety management’s principle
is “to facilitate everyday work, to anticipate developments and
events, and to maintain the adaptive capacity to respond effectively
to the inevitable” [37, 38].
In a similar perspective, the Systems Change Working Group of

the International Society for Quality in Health Care has recently
summarized the current challenges regarding quality in health
care [39, 40]. In a rapidly changing technical and fiscal system,
classical QMS systems might run the risk to more hinder than
promote safety of patients. New standards should rather
“emphasize better coordination of care, address the entire health
care journey, include patient-reported outcomes, reflect and
predict technological changes and support new models of care.”
Such new standards should “be less prescriptive, more flexible and
incorporate new definitions of excellence and acceptability.” To
achieve such goals, scientific organizations, governance bodies,
external assessment agencies, and other authorities, as well as
patients’ organizations, will be challenged to search for coopera-
tion and collaboration [39, 40].

Lessons from the Covid-19 pandemic
The Covid-19 pandemic has shown novel aspects for future
directions in any field of medicine. Numbers of patients with
Covid-19 infections, numbers of patients hospitalized, and numbers
of patients dying from the disease have been collected in real time,
by hospitals, states, countries, and on a global level [41]. Admittedly,
it became possible out of an urgent need, and because some
countries had pre-planned scenarios for a pandemic. Still, it shows
that real-time assessment can be done. It should become possible as
well for HSCT, by team, by country, and worldwide. The Covid-19
pandemic has also shown that correctly designed prospective
randomized studies can be developed, conducted, and published in
a very short time period. Some studies have shown that some
approaches “believed to be helpful” did not hold their promise.
These efforts should apply as well to HSCT; too frequently in HSCT,
arguments prevail that randomization is not possible; the “new”
HSCT approach is said to be too promising [42–45] encouraging
teams to adopt these transplant techniques. Such arguments no
longer hold, something reflected in the JACIE “self-check” certifica-
tion exercise that was run during the second wave of the pandemic
from August 2020 to March 2021.

QMS 4.0: DIGITALIZATION, THE FUTURE
The future for JACIE should comprise deep changes on several
independent but closely connected levels. It has to begin with a

Table 1. Visions for the JACIE Quality Management System 4.0.

QMS in general JACIE 8th edition JACIE “4.0”

Goal “Product” quality “Best transplant” “Best treatmenta”

Principles

Responsibility Who is doing what? Defined by standards transplant team Defined by standards treatment path

Transparency Who has done what? Data collection transplant team Data collection treatment path

Reproducibility Are the results consistent? Data analysis transplants Data analysis treatment path

Change control Are goals defined and
achieved?

Focus on transplanted patients Focus on all patients with given disease

Error management Basis for improvement What went wrong, and why? What went well, and why?

Continuous improvement What has to be changed? Focus on transplant techniques. How to
improve the transplant?

Focus on treatment path. How to improve
outcome for all patients?

aBest treatment defined as: the approach, which provides for a given patient with his/her disease, his/her history and current health status, his/her potential
donor or advanced medical therapeutic product, his/her planned technology best possible outcome regarding long-term overall survival, quality of live and
costs, compared to any other possible approach, including watch and wait or palliation, and based on formal evidence or on a prospective evidence
generating study.
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new definition of the QMS “product.” This will automatically
change the focus of the basic QMS elements of responsibility,
transparency, and reproducibility (Table 1). It will imply major
reforms of organizational structures, and change the way of data
collection, data analyses, and evidence generation.

Product and service definition
Any QMS defines the structures leading to maintaining and
continuously improving product and service quality [37, 38]. “Best
transplant” or “best cellular therapy” no longer suffices in the field
of HSCT. Any procedure, be it a stem cell transplant or a therapy
with CAR-T cells, has to provide for each individual patient a
“better outcome” regarding overall survival, quality of life, and
costs compared to any alternative approach, including best
supportive care or palliation. To do so, product definition has to
change to best treatment as defined above and should refer to
the complete treatment journey from diagnosis to long-term
follow-up. As a consequence, patients’ outcomes in any compar-
ison or benchmarking have to refer to all patients, transplanted or
not; they have to include besides overall survival, quality of life,
patient-reported outcome measures, and costs.

Organizational structure
The new QMS 4.0 will require substantial organizational changes,
from JACIE, EBMT, and national organizations to the participating
centers. QMS 4.0 will comprise standards and audits for teams as
has been done so far, but include referring centers as well as
centers responsible for continuous care to encompass patient
trajectories from diagnosis to follow-up, on all levels (Fig. 1). It will
be compatible, as already outlined in the 8th edition, with
requirements for GMP and ATMP, and include standards and
accreditation for regional and national organizations. In parallel,
data collection and data transfer should become standardized,
automated, and digitized on local, national, and global levels,
along the whole health care journey. Scientific data collected by
EBMT for the registries will have to be congruent with

administrative data collected for competent authorities or
insurances. They will have to be based on identical definitions,
ideally compiled in a fully digitized way by compatible informatics
systems.
It will require reorganizations by JACIE at all levels, in QMS

education, inspectors training and audits. Audits will be more
complex, inspectors’ requirements more challenging, training
essential. Inspections of the complex cellular processing for
ATMPs might be done in joint collaboration with the respective
competent authorities, or being delegated to external profes-
sional auditors. In a similar way, audits of the patients’ paths
before and after the transplant might be delegated to sister
societies or professional auditors. As a consequence, JACIE might
focus on inspector training requirements, with separate specific
goals for internal or external inspectors. JACIE audits might then
focus on the compatibility of standards along the treatment path
as a whole.

Risk directed, not risk adapted
As a consequence, the current “risk-adapted” strategies of HSCT
become less relevant. They were based on earlier concepts that
different conditioning regimens should be chosen for patients at
high risk for relapse or high risk for non-relapse mortality; that
different GvHD prevention methods should be chosen for patients
at higher or lower risk for GvHD. Though highly plausible,
retrospective studies so far failed to substantiate this hypothesis;
transplant techniques do not alter the inherent risk of pre-
transplantation risk factors [35, 46, 47]. Even more of a concern,
the strategy might obscure the impact of HSCT on the total of
patients with a given disease. Current risk-adapted strategies
might select patients not needing a transplant, whilst losing
patients in high need even before a transplant is considered. The
implications for JACIE 4.0 appear clear: teams have to integrate in
their QMS patients from diagnosis, to the transplant and beyond.
They have to encompass referring centers regarding pre-HSCT
algorithms, and follow-up.

Patient and QMS trajectories
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Fig. 1 The place of JACIE QMS and audits today and in the future. Patient and QMS trajectories in the current QMS (upper part) and in a

future QMS 4.0 (lower part). Arcs represent responsibilities of JACIE, flags audits. Audits by JACIE or any accredited auditing agency.

Audits of the audits by specially trained JACIE inspectors.
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Harmonization
As a consequence, “individualized transplant techniques,” even
well defined in local standards, no longer hold. Methods for donor
type selection, and choice of stem cell source, conditioning, and
GvHD prevention should become standardized. Harmonization
between teams, cities, countries, and within EBMT will need a
combined bottom-up/top-down strategy. If data fail to show an
advantage for a specific form of transplant technique, the
appropriate prospective studies should be conducted, or the
respective technique should be abandoned in favor of the least
expensive approach. EBMT with its working parties will be
challenged to provide the appropriate framework, in cooperation
with the national organizations and the respective national
regulatory bodies.

Cost considerations
Early in the history, JACIE was ironically called “Just Another Cost
Increasing Exercise” [48]. Costs are too frequently forwarded as an
argument why JACIE accreditation and conducting a QMS is not
possible [49]. This view needs to be changed. HSCT is an
expensive treatment. Costs for an autologous HSCT may vary
around 50,000 Euros, for an allogeneic HSCT around 200,000 Euros
[50, 51]. Without a QMS, without defined responsibilities, and
without mandatory change control, it will remain unnoticed that
some patients were erroneously transplanted, with the wrong
donor, with insufficient conditioning or were given excessively
expensive or futile drugs. This is wasted money, and specifically
burdensome in times of limited resources. As an approximate
estimate, total costs for the HSCT program in Europe 2019, with
about 20,000 allogeneic and 30,000 autologous HSCT, were close
to 5 billion Euros. There is room for a comprehensive QMS.
HSCT teams and the respective organizations should strive for

the WHO concept that “data collection, data analysis, and quality
control” are integral parts of any therapy, hence part of the costs
for a transplant [52]. Competent authorities, health care insurance
companies, and hospitals have to acknowledge these needs to the
same extent and pay for data collection, data analysis, and quality
care, as much as they do for specified drugs, hospitalizations, or
out-patient costs [53].

CONCLUSIONS
We have outlined the evolution of “quality concepts” in HSCT over
time, from the very beginning to today’s formal JACIE QMS. We
have looked at the individual steps in their respective time frames,
and summarized current strengths and deficiencies. The outlook
appears clear. It is not possible to go back; but future JACIE
standards will require some fundamental changes. Still based on
transparency, responsibility, reproducibility, and accountability,
future standards will have to put the “primary product and the
primary process” into the center of the QMS. This goal is defined:
the patient. The basis of any future QMS must be to help achieve
the best outcome for individual patients as defined above, by
whatever treatment strategy, including, but not exclusively,
cellular therapies, and at the most efficient costs, along the whole
patient journey. All steps have to be based on stringent evidence.
QMS concepts have to focus less on avoiding failures, but should
strive to achieve good outcome for the most, and support
patients, families, and health care personal in their efforts. To
achieve this goal, the modern instruments of Medicine 4.0 have to
be integrated, at the local, national, and global level, in real time,
from diagnosis to continuous follow-up. Evidently, such a concept
will further restrict the autonomy of individual transplant
physicians and individual transplant centers. Uncontrolled small-
scale pilot studies will disappear, and be replaced by clearly
defined prospective randomized Phase I/II/II studies. They will
assess the role of individual transplant technologies, as well as the
role of the transplant or cellular therapy itself. The vast differences

in the use of transplant technologies within and between
European countries will fade.
This concept 4.0 will not permit to go on with business as usual. It

will oblige EBMT, national organizations, and individual teams to
search for intensified cooperation internally and externally. It will
need recognition that such a QMS is nothing “nice to have,” but
essential from the very beginning. The concept 4.0 will have to
include cooperation with competent authorities, health care
providers, insurances, as well as information technologies, private
and public research organizations, and pharmaceutical companies. It
will have to rely in some parts of external auditors and regulators. It
will require a tremendous effort to bring this concept forward, but it
can be done. This transformation will be challenging, and will not be
achieved in one step, but should start now. Awareness of the need is
the most essential step. If successful, HSCT could again serve as a
role model for hemato-oncology and life-threatening blood
disorders in general. To reach this goal, the process has to start
with harmonization within and between organizations at institu-
tional and national levels, in a combined bottom-up top-down
process. Acceleration in IT systems and other modifications to
working practices during the pandemic should facilitate this
development of quality management to the next stage.
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